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First ukulele class for "little girls"

Linnea's India Blog XI: Ukulele Moments @ Emmanuel
I am squinting.
I squint.
I don’t look people fully in the eyes - or in the face.
I squint.
I noticed this on Day One at Emmanuel School. Both the children and the
adults greet me so effortlessly and genuinely, with an open-hearted smile or a
hug. It makes me realize I have been guarded - putting up a bit of a face shield.
Maybe forever? I spend the day reminding myself that I don’t need to squint, or
move on. I can look with interest, with love, upon the face of everyone I see. I
can take the time. David says, “If India teaches us anything, it will be to live in

the moment.”
The Moment! I’m so good at living in the moment, I can live in a BUNCH of
them at the same time! I am a veritable CIRCUS ACT of living in the moment.
Little girls knock on our door at 8am, inviting us to breakfast in the big hall.
By 9:15, the new kids from the slum arrive with Sandeep, and together we
spend the morning singing songs and playing games that build vocabulary and
cooperation. Eleven is brrreak (recess) and I often sit in the playground in case
someone wants to play a penguin math board game (a crappy thing I brought
because it had a spinner, but which has been enormously popular). Classes
often come out, after break, and sit on mats in different areas in the sun of the
schoolyard, surrounding their teacher on a chair. Their books are out and it is
time to write cursive or learn Hindi or do maths or work on Punjabi. If some
students have a bit of free time, they ask me if they can play a game and I pull
out downloaded TeachersPayTeachers resources my admin Brenda laminated
for me.
Morning One, we are sitting talking outside in the playground and the children’s
conversation has lapsed into a slow and curious Punjabi. They are staring in
my mouth. “Ahhhh...” say a couple of them, observing and reporting to each
other. “What?” I ask, trying to figure out what has changed in our otherwise very
animated conversation. “You tooth,” says one. “It is...”
Gold.
I have a gold tooth.
Lunch is at 1:20pm - a gapingly long time to study with only one chai midmorning. But, when school fires up again at 1:50, it’s a short hop to dismissal
at 3pm.
After school, the “small girls” congregate in our bedroom, with an arc of chairs
and the L of our lower bunks making a learning circle. We have counted our
fingers and learned ukulele body parts and fitted little hands around a couple of
1-finger chords. They are mesmerized, happy, surprised, and very loyal in
coming every day to ask: “Sister, we play coocoo-lay-lay?”
Four o’clock is “Tuition” (aka “homework) time. And, as with any boarding
school children, school is home, and home is school. So, out come the books
and the four house parents take over as assistants to the children as they

round out their studies for another hour out on the playground.
The “boys” come to Ukulele with hope and apprehension. They are a musical
lot and I hear them humming or singing little bits of song as they walk down the
hallways. Indeed, Brother Robert tells me that, in Punjabi culture, they dance
perhaps more than girls do. But, I know that look on the face of some that
translates: “I am not a good student, so I don’t expect much out of this.” Mitesh
came with that look: a 15-year-old’s searching face and drooping shoulders. By
the end of the first hour, he was on fire. Proudly showing me every chord I had
taught him, he was positively glowing with pride. His buddy Mukesh picked it up
with the same agility, as did a couple of the other boys. What the boys lack in
beat and finesse, they make up for in gutsy determination and adrenaline.
The “big girls” are a hit-and-miss crowd, as I was warned, because they have
big exams coming up in March and their attention and effort is in that direction.
There is also a complex and hidden schedule for each group to 1) take their
shower bath, 2) do their laundry, 3) take a shift in the kitchen and eating hall.
This is all too complicated for me to fathom, so I simply invite them to join me in
the early evenings, if they can. What the girls lack in gutsy determination, they
make up for in rhythm and a collaborative spirit. By the end of our last session,
a young woman named Sangeeta, who has a brilliant smile and a bookish look,
stayed on into the night with the next group. I had identified her as a leader of
the “big girls” for after we leave. What joy to see someone slide into a position
of leadership, when you have brought to their attention that they have that
potential.
Within a week of playing the instruments together, the little girls are unwavering
in their devotion, and slow in acquiring more than those first, elementary
chords. The boys come in off-hours to ask if they can play on their own, sitting
out along the walkway outside our room and pounding away at the chords for a
song about singing and dancing like a fool for God. Mitesh takes me aside and
quietly asks me if I will show him every chord in existence before David and I
leave. He is serious.
During all this, David does Uku-support, tuning instruments and re-tuning them
as needed, keeping interested toddlers out of the room and sidling over to help
struggling players - and the couple of girls who have a disability affecting their
forearm and fingers. I am sure I don’t need to tell you that he is officially “chai
man” in our room, serving me up a cuppa when energy begins to droop after
the fun and work of teaching.

I sometimes catch myself squinting when I have to run past people to the office
to print a song, or deke out to find a game I left somewhere.
Seems funny to have to remind myself to simply widen my eyes.
That’s all it takes, though.
***
You are receiving this blog because you contributed to Linnea and David’s
mission to India in one way or another. Easily unsubscribe by hitting reply with
“No thanks” in the subject header (Lg and Dj will not see it).
Please be cautious about who you show this blog to. Our status in the country
is not entirely stable, so we are not publicly posting our doings on social media.
Feel free to privately pass this along to kindred, trustworthy spirits.
To contribute to Linnea and David's Music Ministry: http://www.linneagood.com/
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